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Campus grading found
sixth hardest in CSUC
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Chilean refugees escaping the Ionia have found a home at Sacred Heart convent in San Jose

Terrorized Chileans settle
in San Jose, learn skills
By Nick Baptista and John C. Hayes
San Jose is feeling the effects of an American interventionist policy in Latin America.
San Jose has become the home of more than 100
Chilean political refugees who have fled the institutionalized terror and repression common in Chile
since the military overthrow of former President
Salvadore Allende, Sept. 11, 1973.
International news reports have told of torture of
political leftists involving electroshock, near suffocation, maiming, simulated death and rape with
trained dogs.
Those activists refugees lucky enough to escape this
have moved to other countries throughout the world,
and San Jose’s Chilean refugee community is probably
the largest in the United States, according to several
local sources.
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Now these refugees are attempting to make new
lives in San Jose, learning English, building job skills
and recovering from the wounds they suffered in
prison.
The refugees began to arrive in San Jose in April
under a Chilean Parole Program approved in June,
1975, by the U.S. Attorney General.
The program allows 400 families and single men
who have been imprisoned in Chile to enter the United
States with the approval of the State Department and
the Chilean government.
We may be people without a country legally but
not in our hearts," said Omar, a Chilean refugee acting
as a spokesman for the immigrants.

Most, if not all, hope to return to Chile some day, but
they also recognize they cannot return as long as the
present military regime remains in power, Omar said.
In the meantime, they have organized themselves
in San Jose and, with the help of families and community groups here, hope to reorder their lives and
bring their message to the community.
The refugees are sponsored by the International
Rescue Committee, a non-profit organization established in 1933 to aid Europeans escaping Nazi Germany.
This committee, in conjunction with San Jose’s
Chilean Support Committee and Sacred Heart Church,
helps provide jobs, training, schooling, day care,
transportation expenses from Chile, medical and psychological care.
Sacred Heart Churcn on Willow and Locust streets
has offered its convent to the refugees. The convent
now houses 26 refugees, mostly single men.
"Our biggest need is jobs for people who don’t speak
English," said Paul Johnston, a member of the support
committee.
Currently, many are taking classes in English
through the Metropolitan Adult Education Program
and are learning trade skills through the federallyfunded programs established by the Certified Employment Training Act.
The refugees are prohibited by law from receiving
welfare payments but in some instances do qualify for
Medicare and food stamps.
The Chileans can work in the U.S. and have the
rights of resident aliens under the "parole" program
but they cannot become permanent residents. They
can become permanent residents only by a special act
of Congress.
(Continued on page 6)

By Gilbert Chan
SJSU was the sixth toughest
grader in the CSUC system last
semester, according to figures released by the state university institutional research department.
The average grade given out in
spring, 1976 was 2.83 compared to
2.82 the previous year. SJSU was the
only campus in the 19-university
system that experienced an increase
in grade point average.
However, the overall grade increase was not significant enough to
determine any trend, according to
campus faculty and adminstrations.
Overall, the average grade administered for all campuses was 2.86
compared to 2.90 in spring, 1975. The
slight drop reverses a four-year
trend of grade stability, according to
Dr. R.G. Whitesel, state university
dean of instructional research.
The average grades for the
previous years were: 2.91 in 1972;
2.92 in 1973; 2.90 in 1974; and 2.90 last
year.
Whitesel speculated that the
statewide drop may be due to the
"renewed interest in the academic
grade problem."
He said many campus Academic
Senates have studied the problem
between grades and academic performance in the past years.
But Whitesel said the drop can
not be interpreted as a downward
trend in grades. "Trends take time
to become recognizable," he pointed
out.
Dr. John Foote, SJSU dean of
academic planning, said grade distributions throughout the state are
difficult to assess.
He said campuses with a heavy
emphasis on the sciences and engineering, such as SJSU, tend to be
the tougher grading campuses.
Those campuses which emphasize the humanities and social
sciences are likely to have higher
grades, according to Dr. David Newman, director of the SJSU students
counseling services and an
academic senator.
He pointed out that CSU Sonoma
emphasizes humanities and social
sciences in its curriculum.
The Sonoma campus last spring
was the highest grader in the system
with an average grade of 3.27 down from 3.32 in 1975.
The campus with the lowest
grades was CSU San Bernardino
with a 2.67 average grade. San Bernardino also was the toughest
grading campus last year.
Newman said SJSU is inclined to
grade students lower than the statewide average because of its science
and engineering programs.
"We’re getting a lot of pressure
in asking faculty to review grading
practices," he said.
He said the chancellor, CSUC
Board of Trustees, council of presidents and statewide academic
senate are concerned about "grade
inflation."
He said the statewide senate has
called for consistency in the grading
process for all campuses.

GPAs by campus
2.86

All campuses
San Bernardino

2.67

Fullerton

2.87

Los Angeles

2.72

Chico

2.87

Pomona

2.75

San Francisco

2.88

Bakersfield

2.78

Stanislaus

2.90

Northridge

2.80

Sacramento

2.91

San Jose

2.83

San Luis Obispo

2.93

San Diego

2.83

Fresno

2.94

Dominguez Hills

2.83

Humboldt

3.05

Hayward

2.86

Sonoma

3.27

Long Beach

Newman agreed there is a great
vaeation among campus grades. He
said there may be a need to examine
the grade differences in the system.
Newman said the SJSU
Academic Senate is not studying the
grade situation at the moment because it has other priorities to review.
But Newman said the senate
probably will consider the matter in
the future.
Chancellor Glenn Dumke and
SJSU President John Bunzel have
voiced their concern about "grade
inflation" through the years.
But there has not been the
"slightest hint" of pressure on the
faculty to keep grades down, according to Gerald Fairbairn. aeronautics lecturer and a member of

2.87
the Academic Senate instructional
improvement committee.
"We’ve gotten absolutely no pressure at all," he said. He pointed out
that faculty members are aware of
the chancellor’s concern about
grades and the information about
the grade situation.
He said the knowledge of such
information may cause faculty
members to evaluate their own
grading procedures.
Such information about grade
inflation, he said, "keeps me from
getting too loose on grades."
Another faculty member, Dr. Joseph Hendricks, professor of biological sciences, said his colleagues
are "probably re-examining their
grading."

Faculty wants policy
to review staff deans

An umbrella organization composed of most of the SJSU faculty
groups has asked the Academic
Senate and President John Bunzel to
finish a staff dean review policy by
the end of next semester.
The senate sent a proposal to
Bunzel calling for the periodic
reviews of the university’s staff
deans. Bunzel rejected the proposed
policy, one of his concerns being that
the review committee’s recommendation would not be confidential.
The revised policy will be discussed in the senate Monday, but it
still calls for the public availability
of review committee recommendations if they differ from the final
decision of the president.
Currently none of the staff deans
(the executive dean, and the deans
of faculty, undergraduate instruc-

lion, graduate instruction and research, academic planning and continuing education) are reviewed by
committees when their six-year appointments are considered for renewal by Bunzel.
But if the senate proposal passes,
the deans would be reviewed every
six years and the recommendations
of the review committee would be
sent to the president.
"It is a personal review and’
ought to be confidential like faculty
reviews," said Dean of Faculty
Robert Sasseen, one of the staff
deans.
Dr. Arnold Schein, professor of
chemistry, offered another view:
"I hate secrecy," Schein said.
"The statement ’It’s a personnel
case’ has covered more unpleasant
actions than any other statement."

Plants now may be man’s best friend
By Sheryl Siminoff
The plant may replace the dog as
man’s best friend if the comments of
SJSU dorm residents are any clue.
Some even insist they can communicate with. their leafy little
friends and nearly all plants are
given names.
"Plants listen without talking
back." Julie Vaughan of Royce Hall
said, "and they also make good pets
since they do not have to be house
trained."
"Plants have a character all
their own," said Karen Black. She
added that giving names to plants
seems to be another way students
can communicate with them.
Some students think that creating
a good relationship with a plant is
important in helping it grow. Liz
Stanz touches her plants a lot. She
said they like human contact. Lori
Hughes talks to the plants like a person, while another girl shakes her
plants out to take up the cells.
Marilyn Brown’s dormitory room
is filled with plants and every one
has a name. Her names usually
identify the plant’s physical
characteristics. Muffin is a teardrop
peperomia that actually looks like a
muffin. Shangralai is succulent and
Gilligan, another peperomia, is
skinny and tall.
Brown also assigns her plants
female or male genders by the
delicacy or toughness of the plant.

Other dormitory students name
plants after real people.
One Markham Hall girl said she
named a pot of plants Sigmund
Freud. It contained three plants the Super Ego, the Id and the Ego.
Lynn Hurt named her plants
after people in her dormitory. Some
have died, but according to Hurt
only the mean plants die.
Music also is used as a method to
perk up plants.
One of Hurt’s plants acquired the
name "Danny’s Song" when it was
placed near a radio playing that
tune. The plant tripled in size afterwards.
Plants prefer classical music,
according to Michael Fink, who puts
his plants on stereo speakers. He
said his plants died to the sounds of
the Rolling Stones and hard rock and
roll.
A piggyback named Farnsworth
lives in Markham Hall. Linda
Plunkett said the name Farnsworth
sounded like a name for a piggy.
Plunkett also keeps a pot of plants
called The Gang and a fern named
Hillary.
Bronson also has a small wandering Jew named Mr. Afro, who is
shaped like a big ball.
Other students name their plants
alphabetically, said Lois Lindh!.
They begin with A and when they get
to Z, they start all over.
Dennis Sauer and his roommate
in Moulder Hall feed their coleus

beer and water. Since the plant was
given to them, they did not care if it
lived, but the coleus is quite healthy
and still is growing.
Plants do respond to an individual’s energy. according to
Carol Seller, a biological technician
at the SJSU herbarium who takes
care of the botanical collections.
Setter said she believes that
plants people own all seem to
acquire similar characteristics
about them.
"People who can respond to a
plant’s needs grow them easier, she
said.
Although Setter does not talk to
her plants or prescribe to other
methods, she said any attention one
pays to any living thing is good.
She said more research about
what affects plants is needed.
As to adding things to plants, like
beer, Seller said this would probably
not be good but its low alcohol content would not kill the plant either.
Vitamin B in the beer yeast, though,
could be helpful, she added.

Weather
Fair today with increasing clouds
tonight and a very slight chance of
showers tomorrow. Highs will be in
the mid -60s with lows in the mid -30s.
Light winds.
SJSU Metecwology Department

Marilyn Brown, along with other SJSU dormitory students, give their plants names as a way of

communicating
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Letters
Keeping child
a soul search

e
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For-sights

Long awaited meet with Cosell
changes bad image of superstar
By Steve Forsythe
During the past two weekends,
the Bay Area was treated to the
presence of one of America’s
favorite whipping boys, Howard
Cosell.
Both the Oakland Raiders and the
San Francisco 49ers played Monday
night football games that were
broadcast over the ABC television
network. Unfortunately, only the
Raiders’ contest was shown in the
area because the Big n’ Bold, 99er
Gold couldn’t induce enough "loyal
fans" to show up at Candlestick and
risk being spotted by their friends on
television. ("Me? Go to a 49er
game? Balderdash!")
Being fortunate enough to be
employed by the National Football
League team that stands in the
shadow of The City, the opportunity
to meet "The Humble One," as
many are wont to call Cosell, was
suddenly upon me.
The preconceived image I had
was of a hunchbacked ogre with a
sharklike grin and shifty eyes. Not
knowing what kind of personality he
possessed, save the nasty one put
upon him by some of his media
associates, any welcome short of
biting off my hand as I extended it in
greeting would’ve pleased me.
To make matters worse, I had a
letter for Cosell that had been
delivered to our office. Politely
typed on the front of the envelope
was a note asking me to forward the
envelope to him.
It sounded much easier to do in
type than actions.
Despite my ominous premonitions of the ABC superstar, I found
myself filled with a feeling of nervous anticipation.
Why not? The man had been
feeding me my football pablum
since my sophomore year in high
school. I was meeting a modern
legend.
Cosell and his two cohorts on the
ABC team, Frank Gifford and Alex
Karras, were already in the stadium
when I arrived. The security guard
near the locker room pointed to the
long, dark tunnel leading to the field.
’’Cosell and the rest went down
there to film some interviews," the
guard said.
As I walked down the ramp, I
heard the sound of my heart
vibrating off the walls. Where there
usually is the sound of an army of
football cleats, was the thud, thud of
my size 11.1e.: boots. In my sweaty
little hand was the letter, on which
the typed words were starting to
smear from the moisture.
I entered the field from under the
stands and was surprised to see a
large crowd of fans gathered by the
gates behind the Raiders’ bench.
Generally this early before a game,
the stands are fairly empty. Now,
they were packed in one small area.
Just what I need, I thought to
myself, an audience!
Bright lights glared as the
camera focused on the trio of broadcasters who were busy spewing their
football expertise to the national
television audience. Naturally, it

funny, some uncalled for. But I
noticed that many of the same
people yelling were also asking for
Cosell’s autograph.
I finally caught up to him after
following him up the press elevator,
through the press box and into the
ABC booth. He sat next to a pretty
woman and talked quietly.
Steve Forsythe is the Assistant
Suddenly, he turned and saw me.
Opinion Page Editor of the Spartan
Squinting, he looked at my face and
Daily. He is also a public relations
the green OFFICIAL tag hanging
assistant with the Oakland Raiders
from my belt. To my surprise, he
football team.
stood up and introduced himself to
me, extending his right hand
generously.
The three continued to talk, inI deposited the letter in my jacket
terrupted occasionally by comments
pocket and, wiping my hand on my
from the fans and the Goodyear
slacks, gladly accepted his show of
blimp passing overhead. To my
friendship. He then introduced me to
surprise, Cosell did little to show his
his wife, the woman sitting next to
displeasure for the glaring throng in
him, and offered me a seat.
the stands. He merely looked up at
Transfixed, I found a chair in the
the blimp and smiled, shaking his
corner and proceeded to talk to
head, which did reveal a good-sized
Cosell for the next few minutes
pair of ears he usually hides under a
about his airplane flight to the Bay
headset.
Area, his two partners and football
Maybe he wasn’t so bad after all.
in general.
Maybe he was.
Hearing my name paged over the
I began to contemplate running
press box public address system, I
back up the ramp and hiding in the
stood and politely excused myself.
press box. I could always leave the
Before I left, he expressed his
letter on his desk in the broadcasting
pleasure in meeting me and wished
booth.
the Raiders good luck for the
He wouldn’t even know who
remainder of the season.
messed up the printing on the enStunned by the man, more out of
velope.
his congenial manner than his
Then my daydream was shatsupposed horrible disposition, I left
tered. The lights were out, Gifford
the ABC booth and took my usual
was talking to a film crew member
post in the writer’s area.
and Karras was putting the make on
Howard Cosell was a gentleman
a pretty Raiderette, one of the
in the truest sense of the word. The
team’s cheerleaders.
abrasiveness shown on the television
Where was Cosell?
screen was not evident. In my mind,
Then I heard the taunts and jeers
I thanked him again and again and
behind me. Cosell was making his
was glad I took the time to meet him.
way to the hallway under the stands
Even though I did forget to give
and the fans were letting him have
him his letter.
it. Comments were many, some
faNT ir
SMALL WORLD

was being taped to be shown later,
and for the sake of posterity.
I sat on the team bench, watching
the man in the middle converse with
Gifford and Karras. His nasal tone
was unmistakably that of the
Monday Night Football procrastinator.

Editor:
Although many articles in the
Daily have created conflicting
feelings in me, Steven Taylor’s
column concerning a non -aborted
pregnancy (Dec. 3) struck too many
chords for me to remain silent.
Pregnancy, the regeneration of
our species, is a loaded topic for
everyone because it is a direct result
of sexual relations. Sex is like a
obvious,
rhinoceros in the room
huge, unignorable and as much a
part of life as air, water, earth or
fire.
It must be difficult for a man to
identify or relate to a pregnant
woman. Perhaps this is why most
men view abortion as a quick
solution to the financial burden and
infinite responsibility of parenthood.
On the other hand, I believe a
woman knows, right from the
moment she learns of her pregis willing to
nancy, whether
carry that child or not.
Taylor is correct in assuming
that the decision is hers.
In the last 10 years, I have had
many experiences with pregnant
lady friends. Some have chosen
abortion and some have borne their
children.
In the end, each decision was
reached through intense soul searching and certainly neither choice led
to easy street.
When I found that I was faced
with the choice, my instinctive
reaction was elation, pride and a
deep affirmation of love for life.
Although I am raising my
daughter alone, I have never
regretted my decision, simply
because I listened to the deep-inside
voices and followed their direction.
When it comes to advice concerning pregnancy, attention needs
to be focused on the woman and
support of her and her choice is most
support in the form of
important
factual information; support in the
form of human experience; and,
most important, recognition and
support of each individual woman’s
heart and mind and soul.
Unless one is willing to explore in
these depths, advice is a mere sham.
Julie Burrows
English senior

Law forbids
hiding faces
Editor:
In response to a letter published
on Dec. 2, you stated that there is no
known law against the wearing of
masks to conceal one’s identity.
I direct you to the California
Penal Code, Section 650a, which
states: "It is a misdemeanor for any
person, either alone or in the company of others, to appear on any
street or highway, or in other public
places or any place open to view by
the general public, with his face
partially or completely concealed by
means of a mask or other regalia or
paraphernalia, with the intent
thereby to conceal his identity."
The above section does not apply
to the wearing of masks for
amusement purposes.
While making no comment on the
current situations confronting
Iranian students, I can only point out
that, if protesting students have
been arrested "only for wearing
masks," those arrests to have a
valid, legal basis.
Thomas B. Clark
Administration of Justice senior

ISA activists
face danger
Editor:
In the editor’s note to the letter by
student Anne Khatami printed in the
Dec. 2 Spartan Daily, you incorrectly state that, "There is no known
law stating that the use of masks to
hide identity is an illegal act."
I would like to bring to your attention California Penal Code section 650( a ).
The constitutionality of this
section is currently being challenged
by the American Civil Liberties
Union of Northern California,
subsequent to the arrest of Iranian
students who are charged with
violation of this section for attempting to preserve their anonymity
while participating in a demonstration in front of the Iranian
consulate in San Francisco.
The frustrations of the Spartan
Daily staff in attempting to deal with
some of the tactics of the ISA should
not blind them to the fact that
members of the ISA, as well as other
groups and individuals, demonstrate
their political beliefs at great personal risk to both themselves and
their families at home from agents
of SAVAK and other secret police.
If they attempt to preserve their
anonymity through the use of masks

or other "paraphernalia," they open
themselves to arrest and
prosecution.
In light of this fact, I urge the
Spartan Daily to reconsider its
recent change in policy and to do
everything possible to help protect
these students’ rights to express
themselves anonymously.
Katherine Bishop
Political Science Lecturer

All Iranians
not in group
Editor:
Regarding Gordon Moon’s letter
(Nov. 15), I’m not writing to defend
or defy any particular group or
person directly involved in the
controversial issue of the KSJS
Persian program.
Rather, I refer to your statement
that you’ve watched "in disgust"
time after time while Iranian
students try to abuse your freedom.
Was not that the argument
concerning the KSJS program
among "some" Iranian students,
and it ended only as an exchange of
opinions?
Besides, I wonder how you came
to the conclusion that every Iranian
student on campus was involved in
that matter?
Throughout your letter, you had
referred to Iranians as a whole and,
although quite irrelevant to your
argument, you mentioned you were
No. 5 in the draft lottery. Well, I
must tell you that you are No. 1 in
stereotyping.
As far as I and my Iranian
friends go, we live our own lives and
have never tried or will even attempt to take anybody’s freedom.
Your accusations are groundless.
You had mentioned that Iranians
are foreigners here and they must go
home. Perhaps some would go even
without you asking them.
I’m pretty sure that your earliest
ancestors were foreigners to this
nation as well. Under the circumstances, I wonder what you are
doing here and what makes you so
upset about foreigners.
Fardis Shahrivar
Molecular Biology major

TM benefits
not a religion
Editor:
I would like to thank Spartan
Daily Assistant Editor, Rial Cummings, for his objective report on
Transcendental Meditation (Nov.
23). And, I would like to comment on
Jeff Nelson’s letter which claimed
TM is a religion ( Dec. 1).
TM is not a religion. And the
question of whether it is or not, to
me, is irrelevant.
What is more important are the
benefits that it has brought to the
thousands who regularly practice
TM. But I would like to clear up
some of the misunderstandings that
people have about TM.
The mantras, or sounds, that are
used in TM are just that; meaningless sounds. TM works because the
mantras have no meaning to the persons using them.
If a person dwells on possible
meanings, then one isn"t practicing
TM. TM is a simple, natural, effort
less technique which involves no
concentration or contemplation.
Anyone who has attended our
series of introductory lectures know
that the initiation ceremony is performed only for the teacher as a
preparation for teaching. The traditional Sanskrit poem which is
recited names the men in the tradition from which the knowledge of
TM came from.
Poetically, it praises and honors
these men in the same way that we
honor George Washington as the
"father" of our country. By reciting
this poem the teachers are reminded
of their responsibility in making
sure the student is taught correctly.
TM is not a form of Hinduism. It
is from the ancient Vedic tradition,
which is older than Hinduism.
I personally wouldn’t want to be a
Hindu for, as Maharishi has pointed
out, it has not freed the Indian people from great suffering.
Maharishi is a religious monk.
but he does not offer his religious
convictions along with instruction in
the TM program, nor does he seek
"followers."
He has trained 10,000 teachers of
the TM program, including 3 priests,
2 Trappist monks, and a Jesuit
University professor.
Rabbi Raphael Levine says of
TM, "the TM program is not a
religion. It has nothing to do with
religion." (The TM Book, p. 16)
And Lutheran clergyman and
Theology professor at Valparaiso
University, Karl E. Lutze says, "I do
not find the TM program an alter-

native to Christian faith; I practice
within the context of my Christian
life." (TM Book, p. 18)
These men of great faith find no
conflict with TM and neither do
people of little faith, such as myself.
The reason is because TM involves no dogma or belief. A person
practicing TM isn’t instructed or
asked to profess faith in any thing.
He or she doesn’t even haye to believe it works.
Thus: 1) TM is not a religion, and
2) TM is not a fraud, as proven by
hundreds of scientific studies and
the personal experiences of
thousands of mec itators around the
world.
I invite all of you to come to see
for yourself whether we can, without
you or us knowing it, make you
Hindus, or whether we show you a
way to help yourself become a
stronger, more creative, and fulfilled individual.
Gary Gliddon
Biology graduate

School play
not that bad
Editor:
I wish here to disagree with what
I felt was a negative tone to the
review of "Blood Wedding" in the
Dec. 7 Spartan Daily, the present
offering of the Theatre Arts
Department.
The review was fair enough
perhaps in its credits, but I felt it
overlooked important experimental
effects, and some excellent performances, which were both exciting and successful.
Anyone who has seen previous
productions of "Blood Wedding"
must be aware of the technical
problems in producing this drama,
which is essentially lyrical in its
statement. The play can be dreadfully dull and pretentious.
The present production uses
stylization beautifully, combining
dance and song with proper
dramatic timing to enhance both the
poetry and the drama of the play.
can single out, among the many
examples of good performances by
all the principals, the very difficult
achievement of the actor who played
the Moon a combination of dance
and song performed outstandingly,
but I felt that all the student actors
sustained the stylization demanded
of them quite successfully.
I advise all to see the play. It is a
beautiful work presented quite
imaginatively and effecitvely.
James J. Clark
English Department

Lecturer not
a professor
Editor:
Four recent issues of the Daily
have referred to me as "professor."
Please note that I am not a
professor and do not claim that
status. I hold the rank of lecturer in
the English Department.
Please print this correction just
as soon as possible. as I’d like to
retain that rank.
Naomi Clark, Lecturer
English Department
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Olympic champion outlines success;
winning formula keeps him on track
Pr"

Jayne Evans Wndham
Speech therapist Margaret Sheppard assists student Michael ZoWin.

P’

By Kevin Dwyer
The face of the man is a
little older, the body is a
little fuller with only a
slight slouch to the
shoulders. The hair is balding and partially grey with
age and the feet move
slower with more deliberation, but the personality and character are
indistinguishably that of
Jesse Owens.
That’s right, Jesse
Owens, the 63-year-old living legend, the world’s fastest human, and the winner
of more Olympic gold
metals in track and field
than any other American.
Owens, who upstaged
Adolph Hitler in the 1936
Olympic games in Berlin,
spoke to about 250 persons
Monday at San Jose City
College’s annual sports
banquet.
He told the crowd,
which included athletes, parents and small
children, that success is
like a ladder and "each
rung has a meaning.
"First you have to have
determination to reach
your goal. Then you must
have dedication and selfdisipline and finally the
attitude in order to reach
that dream," lie said.
Owens said that medals
and trophies are immaterial and that what is im-

portant in participating in
any sport is what a person
learns from it.
"Within six months of
receiving a trophy, it becomes so corroded you
can’t read the date upon
which it was won. You have
to understand that it’s just
a piece of metal and that
you have to get something
for the future also," he
said.
Along with being a frequent banquet speaker,
Owens is a constant promoter for U.S. athletes, recently helping to raise $3
million for the 1976 Olympic team through TV advertising campaign.
"I’m sick of hearing
how American athletes are
not supported. We’re subsidized by the high schools
and colleges of the U.S. No
other country in the world
has more facilities than in
America. Every college
and high school is subsidizing athletes for the Olympics," he said.
"We have preliminary
tournaments like the AAU
finals and the NCAA nationals. This is our training
program for the Olympics.
"We have the best fed,
the best dressed and the
best coached teams in the
world. We won 95 medals in
the last Olympics. How
many do you want to win

Childrene problems analyzed

Students solve audio difficulties
By Thelma nester
SJSU’s Speech and
Hearing Center is a learning clinic where audiology
and speech pathology
majors work directly with
clients, said Mary Ann
Christman, associate professor in the department
and coordinator for the
center.
Referrals to the clinic
come from many sources,
Christman said. Schools
refer some clients, others
just hear about the clinic
and come in. The center is
well-known in the Bay Area
and accredited by the
American Speech and
Hearing Association.
Clients range in age
from 3 years to 80 years,
Christman said. A hearing
assessment usually is the
first step in evaluating a
speech problem. Other
tests determine a client’s
verbal ability. About 110
persons per semester are
accepted for speech
therapy. They visit the
clinic twice a week.
No charge
There is no charge for
hearing assessments,
audiology student Terry
Russell said. Christman
said there is a minimal
charge for speech therapy
but SJSU students are
treated free of charge.
Audiology and speech
pathology majors spend 300
hours in clinical work,
Christman said.
Russell. who is earning
a master’s degree in audiology. has a fellowship and
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works 10 hours per week
for the clinic’s doctors. He
gives a variety of hearing
evaluations, assists undergraduate students and
counsels with the parents
of patients.
The client’s age and
mental ability determines
the type of tests that can be
given, Russell said. Some
clients are retarded.
Children younger than 3
years are not evaluated by
the clinic.
Clients who do not speak
English present a special
challenge to the student
audiologists. Russell said.
Complete evaluation
A complete hearing
evaluation begins with an
air-conduction test, Russell
said. This test determines
how well vibrations are
carried to the inner ear
through the body’s sound
conductors, the outer and

middle ear.
A bone conduction test
also is administered,
Russell said. Vibrations
are transmitted to the
brain through the skull
bones.
Other tests are given to
determine how well the
person can discriminate
between different sounds.
This test is to determine
how the brain interprets
the messages it receives.
Students in speech pathlogy work with clients who
have many varieties of
problems, including articulation, delayed and disordered speech, stammering and pitch problems.
Audiology and speech
pathology major Wilta
Darnall worked with a 7year-old boy who has a
speech and language
problem.
The child, referred by

his second grade teacher,
has an articulation
problem as well as difficulty identifying words
with the objects they represent. For example, he confuses who and what. In
therapy the child is given
numerous situations in
which these words are used
until he makes the association.
Another client, 5-yearold Michael, is in the delayed language category of
speech problems, said
Margaret Sheppard. senior
audiology and speech pathology student.
Michael can count from
one to ten but not in order,
Sheppard said. He does not
have a hearing problem
nor is he retarded. The
child’s problem is developmental. Sometimes this
kind of problem is caused
from lack of language

three Olympics and she has
nothing left because the
government tells her what
to do," he said.
Owens, who runs no
longer but walks two
"brisk" miles a day, followed this up with a description of Bob Beaman’s
long jump in the 1968Olympics that broke his own 26year-old record.
"Everyone has one good
day in their life when the
pegs are going to fit just
right, he said. "I was
watching Bob from the
press booth in Mexico City.
Every step was right. I
thought he was never going
to come down. That’s one
record that’s going In last a
long time "
A Way %Savo Money

MARSAL’S
Jesse Owens speaks at San Jose City College

anyway", he said.
Owens said that he
never wants to see government control of the Olympics.
"Once the government
puts out money for something. they got you," he
said.
"The next thing they’ll
do is send over some cat to
run the show who doesn’t
know anything he’s doing,
we have enough of that."
Owens warned the audience that athletes in countries where the Olympic
program is supported by
the government are afforded no choice.
"At least in this country

r

the athlete can say no. If he
doesn’t want to participate
he doesn’t have to. Look at
Olga Korbut, that little
Russian child, they’ve rung
all the water out of her for
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stimulation.
Michael is taught to recognize number symbols
by tracing the symbols
with his finger, Sheppard
said.
Speech is more than just
the ability to make sounds.
It includes grammar, syntax and identifying words
with objects and ideas.
Speech pathology students
work with all of these
aspects of language.
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sportaguide
A speaker from the Zimba we African National
Union will speak on liberation struggles in southern
Africa 12:30 p.m. today in
the SU Umunhum room.
The speech is sponsored by
the Revolutionary Students
Brigade.
Seniors can have their
yearbook photos taken
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2
p.m. to 6 p.m. through Friday at the Alumni House,
Fifth and San Carlos
Streets.

The Home Economics
Club is sponsoring a flea
market 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
tomorrow in room 100 of
the Home Economics
Building.
The Ski Team will do

complete Ski Waxing 6-10
p.m. tomorrow in the SU
Almaden Room.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet 7 p.m.
tomorrow at the Campus
Christian Center, the final
meeting of the semester.
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The Amateur Radio
Club will meet 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the SU
Pacifica Room.
The Public Relations
Student Society of America
will hold an election meeting 8 p.m. tomorrow at Me
’n Ed’s Pizza Parlor on
Saratoga Avenue, just off
Interstate 280. The San
Jose Earthquakes’ 1976
Highlights film will be
shown
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Women’s gymnastics is ...
courage...

grace...

Kathy Murphy does a back walkover on the balance beam during an afternoon practice

Debbie Johnson combines dancing skill with gymnastics

flexibility...

Olympics reason for boom
in Bay Area gymnastics
Probably the highlight
of the 1976 Summer Olympic Games was the incredible performance of 14year-old Nadia Comanecci.

Games it was Olga Korbut
who left the crowd breathless with her acrobatics on
the balance beam and the
uneven bars.

Comanecci thrilled the
standing room only crowds
at Montreal, as well as millions of persons in the television audience with her
amazing performances.

Perhaps this exposure is
the main reason gymnastics is suddenly one of the
fastest growing sports in
the USA. Particularly women’s gymnastics.

She accumulated five
perfect scores in both the
team and individual competition.

Within the Bay Area the
number of private clubs
has skyrocketed from two
to 18 since 1970.

In the 1972 Summer

Those who become top
performers in women’s
gymnastics usually start at
an early age. At this age coordination is emphasized
rather than skills. Simple

stunts are concentrated on
to avoid injuries.
Here at STSU, members
of the women’s gymnastics
team practice three to fair
hours a day, five days a
week.
Emphasized in practice
are exercises dealing with
endurance, flexibility and
strength.
For example running up
and down stairs is one exercise which will improve endurance while sit-ups,
push-ups, hand stands and
leg lifts will add to a performers strength.
Another skill which is
recommended for budding
women gymnasts is to be-

come involved with dancing, particularly ballet.
Events such as the
balance beam and floor
exercises emphasize a
strong dance background
as well as gymnastic skills.
Other events which are
included in meet competition are vaulting and uneven bars.
Today specializing is
discouraged in women’s
gymnastics in an effort to
promote all-around skills.
Personality of the performer is also being
brought out more and more
and the classical rugged
style is being de-emphasized.

and agility

Photos
by
Becky Mariner shows her grace as she performs a leap during floor exercise routine.

Russ Lee

concentration...

Or 4

Ik1

Karen Meyer has her eyes riveted to the bar during her routine on the uneven bars at the varsity

alumni meet.

ft 14 4

Kay Bumann practices her stradle leap in the floor exercise.
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’Easy’ does it again
By Jamie Rozzi
Ismael "Easy" Perez,
the SJSU soccer team’s
prolific scoring artist, has
captured the nation’s scoring title for the second consecutive season.
The 5-foot-8 sophomore
from Sunnyvale posted 23
goals in 17 games to edge
the second place finisher
from NCAA runnerups
Indiana University, Del
Bernardo, who had 20
goals.
Perez, winning the scoring crown as a freshman at
SJSU a year ago with an
identical number of tallies,
is only 21 goals away from
the all-time Spartan career
mark of 67 goals set by
Mani Hernandez in 1967-69.
The scoring began for
the native of Mexico in the
Spartans’ first outing of the
season when he scored the
first of five hat tricks in
SJSU’s 13-0 romp over an
ailing squad from San
Francisco State University.
San Jose Earthquake
fans will remember Perez
for his memorable exhibition in the first annual
SJSU-Earthquake exhibition game Sept. 18.
The NASL’s southern

division champs, heavy
favorites to beat the Spartans were stunned when
Perez drilled in three of
four goals to lead the
"backyard" booters to a 4-3
win over the professional
franchise.
Perez was held to one
goal in the Spartans’ next
four outings before exploding for a season high of four
goals against the University of Pacific in the’
booters’ 11-1 massacre of
the Tigers in Spartan Stadium.
SJSU’s next outing following the UOP contest
was perhaps to be their
most difficult of the season.
Beats USF
The scene was Kezar
Stadium, the opponents
were the defending national champion University
of San Francisco.
The two teams had
battled to a scoreless deadlock after 90 minutes of
regulation play and after
the first 10-minute overtime period the score remained the same. Five
minutes had past in the
second overtime when
SJSU playmaker Al Gaspar centered a pass to
Perez who had sneaked in-

to the USF goal area.
The pass blazing across
the face of the net came to
Perez who headed the ball
past Don goalie Sal Diaz to
push the Spartans past
USF 1-0 in what was termed the upset of the year.
Little did the Spartans
know at the time that it was
to be that winning goal that
would spur the Dons into a
revenge-seeking massacre
that halted the Spartans’
bid for an NCAA crown.
Following the Kezar
Stadium thriller, the Spartans were to face SFSU
again. And again Perez
scored three times while
recording his third hat
trick of the season.
The Bruins from UCLA
came to Spartan Stadium
in a game that local soccer
fans will never forget.
Perez scored only once in
the game but once was
enough as his teammates
tallied two more times en
route to the Spartans’
aborted 3-0 win over UCLA.
The high point of the
game was not the fact that
Perez had scored successfully in his fourth consecutive game but that the entire UCLA squad had been
ejected from the game with

13 minutes remaining to
play when Bruin head
coach Steve Gay failed to
enforce an NCAA rule
which forces an ejected
player to leave the field.
Easy again
The Spartans now 8-1-0
and fourth in the nation,
were to face Sacramento
State in its own territory.
The alien field didn’t effect
Perez as he went on to post
his fourth hat trick in the
Spartans’ 3-1 rout of the
Hornets.
UC Santa Barbara was
next on the schedule but the
ill effects of a long road trip
south bumped the booters
from their fourth spot in
the nation to 12th. The loss
did not hamper Perez as he
managed to score twice,
the only two goals in the
booters’ 3-2 loss to the
Gauchos.
A week later and down
south again Perez extended
his scoring streak to seven
games with his fifth and
what was to be final hat
trick of the season in the
Spartans 5-4 squeaker over
Cal State Fullerton.
Stanford, Hayward and
Berkeley were the next
foes on the agenda for the
on-the-move Spartans but

Grip on victory
SJSU gymnastics ace Mike Levine is a study in concentration as he does a stradle hold on the rings during the
recent varsity alumni meet here at Spartan Gymnasium.
Levine and teammate Marty Sharpe will be competing for
the Spartans in the Golden State Open Friday and
Saturday at the new Independence High Gymnasium. The
meet will feature some of the top all-around men on the
West Coast. Half the revenue from the meet will go to the

Muscular Dystrophy Society. Tickets are on sale now at
SJSU Athletic Ticket Office. Cost is St for both students
and adults if tickets are purchased in advance. Adults will
be charged $2 at the door. The compulsories will be on
Friday evening with the optionals taking place Saturday.
Competition will begin at 7 p.m. on born nignrs. the
gymnasts will be required to compete in six different
events in the two day competition.

Cagers rebound from road losses;
Mickey, Sincock spark comeback
Senior guard Kenny
Mickey gunned home 17
points and SJSU’s previously porous defensive
work suddenly tightened up
as the Spartans snapped a
three game losing streak
with a 63-56 victory over
Ball State Monday night.
SJSU utilized a full
court press and a zone defense to force the host Cardinal team into numerous
turnovers and low percentage shots.
Trailing 30-29 at the in-

termission and then 54-51
with but four minutes to go
in the contest, the Spartans
began their comeback trek
on the strength of two quick
fast break baskets and
patient shot selection.
Steve Sincock, who
missed the opening half because of a sore ankle, was
pressed into service in the
second half and responded
with 11 key points to spark
the winners.
In addition to Mickey

The Spartan Daily
Brings You

HOLIDAY CHEER

and Sincock, Ron Ward
contributed 11 points and
junior Tracy Haynes added
10 more for the winners.

The Spartans were outrebounded, this time by a
smaller Ball State team by
a 46-35 margin.
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Ismael "Easy" Perez, the national scoring
leader for the past two seasons, struggles

Air Force Officer Qualifying Test
Testing date December 18, 1976
Call today for an appointment

with USF defender John Brooks in the
Spartans’ 5-0 loss two weeks ago.

Men’s volleyball meeting

to be held tomorrow
A meeting for all persons interested in joining
The SJSU mens’ volleyball
team will be held 3 p.m.
Thursday, in the office of
Keith Thompson, a professor in the School of
Social work. The office is
located on Ninth and San
Carlos Streets.
To help defer bills for
entry and scheduling into
the Northern California
Collegiate Volleyball
League (NCCVL) a minimum of $5 will have to be
donated towards the team.
The SJSU volleyball
team is not funded by the
Athletic department and is
not drawing any funds
from the Associated Stu -
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dents this year.
Last year the SJSU volleyball team won the Collegiate Far Western Cham-

pionship, placed second in
the NCCVL and also placed
second in the California
State Finals.
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ARMY.We
Find out if you should think
"Army Officer" after graduation.
Just check one or more of the Army
officer job specialties listed below
and contact
Major Walden
Room 311 McQuarrie Hall
277 2985
to see how Army ROTC will fit into your
academic program.

247 K. 3itti. S.9

The Program of
theYear isn’t on
TV.
It’s in the Air Force
ROTC.
Find out about Ih.. two and four-year Air
Force ROTC programs today. They both get
you an Air Force commission, an excellent
starting salary, challenging work, responsibility, promotions, and a secure future with
a modern service.
Air Force ROTC also prepares you for
leadership positions ahead Positions such

Tomorrow the Spartan
Daily will present a special section devoted to
the Holiday Spirit, containing gift ideas, stories,
and feature articles.

the three teams were doing
something that was foreign
to Perez.
All three teams double
and triple teamed Perez
which accounted for his inability to score in the three
outings. Although he
couldn’t score the Spartans
managed to beat Stanford
3-0 and Berkeley 1-0 but a 41 slaughter by Hayward
State dropped SJSU to 20th
spot on the national ledger.
The Spartans had two
regular season games remaining to play and were
nearly assured of their 10th
NCAA post season competition invitation in the past 13
years.
Perez tallied twice in
the Spartans’ 3-1 win over
the University of Southern
California but failed to
score in SJSU’s last encounter, a mud-bath tie in
Spartan Stadium with
cross-town rivals Santa
Clara University.
The luck of the draw
brought the University of
Washington to San Jose for
the opening round of the
Far West regionals. A
power blackout had delayed the start of the Municipal Stadium tilt for an
hour but their was no shortage of power when the
Spartans took the turf, gliding to a 4-1 win over the
Huskies.
Perez posted what was
to be his final tally of the
season in the contest and
little did he know at the
time that another scoring
title would accompany it.
The mild-mannered
Perez had only received
two yellow cards all season, but the Far West
championship game
against USF was to yield
another story via a 6-foot-3
freshman called John
Brooks.
Brooks, who scored
twice against the Spartans
in the Dons’ 50 massacre
on their own choppy Ulrich
Field, hounded Perez as no
other opponent all season
had been successful in
doing, to the point where
Perez was ejected seven
minutes into the final half.
Perez, who had been
highly recruited by USF
coach Steve Negoesco in
his junior year at Sunnyvale High School, elected to
come to SJSU because of
its soccer program and
business school.
In the last two seasons
USF has won the national
title twice and San Jose has
only won the West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference title once. Maybe
Perez has had second
thoughts about coming to
Spartan country but with
his help, winning in the
past two seasons has been
made "Easy" for SJSU.
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ENGINEERING
FINANCE
FOOD MANAGEMENT
HIGHWAY AND RAIL OPERATIONS
INFANTRY
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
INTELLIGENCE
LAW ENFORCEMENT
LEGAL PROFESSIONS
LOGISTICS
MARINE AND TERMINAL OPERATIONS
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
re I nuLEUM MANAGEMENT
MEDICAL PROFESSIONS
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
TRAINING MANAGEMENT

missile launch ofas aircrew member
engineers
mathematicians
ficers
and research and development scientists.
Find out today about the benefits of the Air
Force ROTC program It’s a great way to
serve your country and to help pay for your
college education
Contact: AFROTC
MacQuarrie Hall. Rm 4
Tote 277 2743

Air Force ROTC
Gatertay to a Great Way
of Life

You owe it to yourself to
get the facts about
what "Army Officer" could
mean to you.
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Post Allende repression unexpected
By John C. Hayes
Many Chileallb eApected
the fall of the Allende government by military coup
but did not expect the repression that followed, according to Mauricio Laborde, 29, a native of Chile
and a divinity student at
Sacred Heart Church in
San Jose.
"People expected the
army to retire after the
coup," Laborde said, but
when torture was institutionalized, congress closed
and some universities
closed it became evident
the military did not intend

Jose.
He came to the United
States from Chile where he
worked in a slum parish in
Santiago. There he served
as an "intermediary" between the government and
the people," locating for
them missing friends and
relatives that had been imprisoned by the military
police.
Unemployment high
Often the parish would
serve as a meeting place
for political prisoners who
had been released and
were unable to find jobs. It
is against the law, Laborde

to give up its power, he
added.
Initially many supported the coup, Laborde
said, but massive bloodshed cost the support of the
moderates and now the
military regime has had to
rely on fear and oppression
to maintain its power.
Most recently, Laborde
has been in the United
States since last November. Now in his pastoral
year with the Community
of Holy Cross, he is working with the Chilean support committee of San

noted, for ex -political prisoners to work in Chile and
the unemployment rate
sometimes runs as high as
25 per cent.
At other times the
church would sponsor a
soup line for the families of
men who had been arrested
and for others unable to obtain food or work.
In general, his description of Chile since the coup
painted a very bad picture,
especially for those who
were associated with the
deposed Allende government.
The army had done

some background work on
who the leftist leaders were
and who to arrest before
the coup took place, he
said, although it was perhaps unnecessary because
most of them were publicly
known.
Many arrested
In the first few days
they tried to arrest as
many as possible, picking
up anyone they’d heard of
and using torture to get as
much information as they
could.
Eventually the military
had at ,sted so many they
had to create new jails, he

said, appropriating two
large stadiums, the Chilean
and the National, as holding compounds.
Included in the first
dragnet sweep were neighborhood leaders and community activists, replaced
by official neighborhood
leaders, some of whom had
sympathized with the coup.
Later, as support for the
coup dwindled, these were
replaced by paid informants, he said.
Initially each branch of
the military had its own intelligence service, Laborde
said. Later these were
combined to form DINA
(direction intelligence national) and the torture became more sophisticated.
What had been beating and
electric shocks evolved to
psychological and biological forms of torture.
As of this date about
100,000 have gone through
jail and almost all have
been tortured, he said.
Pressure mounted
Now, he noted, there is a
great deal of international
pressure on Chile to improve its human rights
situation. England,
Sweden, Holland and the
United States have issued
statements calling for reforms.
Unions in Holland and
England have refused to
make or ship goods to Chile
and the United States has
cut off military aid to Chile.

A Chilean refugee in his room at the convent.
The refugees and their
sympathizers are optimistic about the election
of Carter, hoping the new
administration will pressure the junta to restore
human rights, Laborde
said.
Recent developments
suggest that might be the
case. Two weeks before the
election the Chilean gov-

ernment sent a note to the
State Department saying
they were not all that interested in getting American
money.
Four weeks later they
had changed their minds,
saying they would accept
economic help but not if it
is used as a weapon by the
"international communist
conspiracy," Laborde said

BOOK
BARGAINS

Gifts requested
for Chilean kids

A Chilean child at the doorway of the Sacred Heart Convent in San Jose which is housing

26

refugees

Photos by Neil Hanshaw

The Chilean Support
Committee needs donations to sponsor a Christmas party for the children
of Chilean refugees. Those
interested in making donations can contact Glenda
Horton at 297-8361.
Also, if you have a job
for a Chilean refugee which

by the 1 ,000’s always
85,000 PaperBacks
85,000 HardBounds

requires little knowledge of
English call Frank
Azevedo collect at (415
982-4760. He said he is looking for employers with patience and a commitment.

immigration laws to allow
only right-wing political refugees from communist
countries like Cuba, Vietnam and Eastern Europe
to enter, Turnbull added.
Role documented
The United States’ role
in the fall of Allende’s government through the efforts of the CIA and ITT
has been well documented
by the hearings and reports
of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, many believe
this has caused international pressure on the U.S. government to institute a
Chilean immigration
policy.
"This program didn’t
start until after the U.S.
was embarrassed by its involvements with the junta," said Glenda Horton, an
SJSU student and member
of the support committee.
The State Deaprtment
red tape and the reluctance
of the Chilean government
to release political prisoners has caused the de-

Yo, Magag.ne

lay in filling the quota of
400 families, Turnbull said.
Congress contributed
Unlike the Vietnamese
and Cuban refugees, the
Chileans are receiving no
direct aid from the U.S.
government. The government did contribute
$10,000,000 to help establish
the release apparatus. But
the Congress has appropriated $82 million to the
Cuban refugees assistance
program and $50 million
for refugees from Southeast Asia.
In the first month after
the downfall of South Vietnam about 130,000 refugees
were admitted to the U.S.
The U.S. government allowed more Vietnamese

refugees to enter probably
because the Chilean refugees have different
political viewpoints,
Johnston said.
"Chilean refugees could
be considered troublemakers and become agitators against U.S. involvement with the present
government in Chile,"
Johnston added.
Omar said the Chilean
refugees don’t believe the
limitation of immigration
was fair and want the quota
expanded because Chilean
refugees in Argentina and
Uraguay also are being
persecuted.
He added that other
Latin American countries
are starting to suppress

democracy like Chile and
the United States should
cut off aid to these nations
because they are violating
basic human rights.
Those people who
protested the Vietnam War
should work to stop the
fascism in South America,
Omar said.
"There is a great difference between the American people and the aims of
the government," Omar
said. "And we want to
thank the people of this
country but not the government for helping us."
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They met at the funeral of a perfect stranger.
From then on, things got perfectly stranger and stranger.
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ENHANCE YOUR CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM
Spring Semester 1977

EXCITING THINGS ARE HAPPENING
AT THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE.
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a million bucks Let our
professional instructors
show you how

AAS 19-History of Asian Americans
History survey of the Asian Amer
peoples in the U.S. from 1850 to
contemporary times. Recommended
for fulfillment of U.S. Hist. 17B
requirement in G.E.

in the Asian Amer. community; strategies of community organizing. Preregeisite: AAS 175A.

MWF 0930-1020 Ed 100 GiniTaketa
W 1900-2145 MH 423 LeetTaketa

AAS 186 Asian American Resources
Course explores and evaluates existing resource materials dealing with
the Asian Amer. experience.

ike

AAS 115-America’s Concentration
pampa
A study of the effect of Pearl Harbor on Japanese and Japanese Amer.
on the West Coast.

A

Th

1900-2145 DMH 149A Takanashi

AAS 160-Asian American Women
A sociological and historical study
of the role and condition of Asian
women in America.

Writ.
To receivedetailed information, fill out the blank spaces below
tear out the complete ad and mail to the office of the Registrar
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Address
College attending

AAS 175B -Asian American Community Workshop
Emphasis of field work and research

_ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
Number of semesters completed

625 Sutter Street, San Francisco. CA 94102, 415/673-4200
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Open Evenings b Sundays

"IT IS A JOY!"

Adjustment uneasy for refugees
the refugees, Johnston
said.
Chilean identify
That San Jose has a
large Spanish-speaking
population has also been an
asset in that the Chileans
have been better able to
identify with the cornmunity.
The refugees here and
elsewhere in the United
States, however, comprise
a small minority of the
total held in Chilean jails.
According to a Time
magazine report, an
estimated 1,000 persons
have been tortured to death
since the overthrow of
Allende’s Marxist government. Others guess that
one per cent of the population has been imprisoned
for political crimes in the
last three years.
Visas approved
Now, after the State Department approved work
visas for 400 Chilean men
and their families, only 267
have been able to come to
the United States, according to Wendy Turnbull of
Amnesty International, a
human rights organization.
This is the first time
since World War I that the
United States has waived
immigration laws to leftwing political refugees,
Turnbull said.
Previously the U.S. government has waived the

BOOKS INC.
243-6262

ASPB presents Wed. Dec.8

Community lends its support

Continued from page 1
In addition to the
problem of finding work
many alsr, Prme with serious medical problems
stemming from long terms
in prison and extensive torture, according to Dr. Terry Johnston, a member of
the San Jose support committee.
Electric shock torture,
for example, often causes
its victims to loose the fillings in their teeth, she said.
Prison food is nutritionally
poor, she said, and families
whose providers were incarcerated also suffered
from malnutrition.
Problems noted
She noted psychological
problems as well, stemming from the stress of prison life and the problems of
adjusting to a new community.
She also mentioned having trouble finding
physicians, dentists and
psychologists who are willing to devote free time to
care for the refugees.
In many other ways,
however, the refugees are
adapting well. There has
been a great deal of community support, especially
in the Gardner Hill area
around Sacred Heart
Church. Many of the
parishoners from the
church have devoted a lot
of time and effort to help

The Country’s Big Bookstore

all

T

M

0930 1045 BC 102 Hirabayashi

1900 2145 DMH 162 Lee

AAS 196G -Asian American Community and Law
Examination of the structure and
function of the legal institution with
emphasis on Calif. law.
Th

1900-2145 DMH 162 Tamaki

AAS 196I-Politics in the Asian American Community
The still nascent state of Asian political future of developments dic
tates a critical understanding of the
forces, people, and events.
T

1900-2145 DMH 423

Manese

*\

SPRING LEAGUES
NOW FORMING

MONDAY 5:15 pm SJSU

Faculty/Staff
League

6:45 pm SJSU Alumni League
9:15 pm Spartan Oriocci League
WEDNESDAY 6:45 pm Mixed Handicap Trio
9:15 pm SUGA Scratch Classic

TUESDAY

THURSDAY 6:45 pm Thursday Mixed Fours
ALL LEAGUES ARE OPEN TO
THE PUBLIC
signups as a team, or individually, until
February 6. information at the desk

STUDENT UNION GAMES. AREA
977-32Q6
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Chileans tell of prisons; tortures

Edguardo

vie

By Nick Baptista
Life in Chile has been
hard on Omar, Carlos,
Mauricio,Santiago and Edguardo. The results of their
torture were partically
visible as the two men
gathered around the table
at Sacred Heart Convent
last week to speak about
the Chilean political prisons.
Santiago was walking
with the help of crutches;
Edguardo was limping.
Santiago had his leg
broken by prison guards
and he needed corrective
surgery when he arrived in
the United States four
months ago.
The tendons in Edguardo’s knee had been
riped apart by the guards;
he also needed surgery
when he arrived in the
United States. He had just
stopped using crutches a
few days before the interview.
Electric shock to the
genitals was applied to
Edguardo, Santiago,
Omar, Mauricio and Carlos. Other forms of torture
were wet and dry submarine, forms of suffocation, simulated death and
attacks by trained dogs.
Carlos imprisoned
Carlos was arrested
after the coup in September of 1973 and imprisoned
in the hull of the "Esmeralda" for two days. The "Esmeralda" was the Chilean
sailing ship which participated in the U.S. Bicentennial celebration.
While on the ship he witnessed a man tied to a mast
and submerged in the sea
until he was nearly
drowned. This is one form
of the Wet Submarine.
Another way the wet submarine is performed is to
submerge the victim into a
tub of urine.

knee after surgery for ripped tendons.

Carlos (I) and Omar speak about their experiences in Chile’s political prisons.

BUGGED?
VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

Santiago is recovering from a broken leg inflicted while in prison in Chile.

their wounds.
In Chile, Santiago was a
welder. Once he learns
English and a few differences in the trade in the
United States, he will seek
the same kind of employment.
The effects of torture
are deeper than their flesh
and bones. They are also
psychological. Santiago
said he had a hard time
remembering names,
places and dates because
while in prison he was trying to forget this information so the police could not
use it to arrest his friends.
Families suffer
The families of political
prisoners also suffer, Omar
said. The wives are not
allowed to work if their
husband is arrested and the
family gets only one meal a
day, which the local church
provides. The children also
are expelled from school.
The refugees send

c J -THE ’Di,.)f

letters back to friends and
their families in Chile but
the letters are opened.
Adding insult to injury.
if a letter having any information which the
government doesn’t like,
the letter is thrown away.
The letters that arrive in
the United States from
there have a stamp placed
on the letter where it was
opened by the censorers
which commemorates the
7ntip

,
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This stamp on a refugee’s letter commemorates the Sept. 11, 1973 coup.

Photos by
Neil Hanshaw

The dry submarine is
performed by placing a
plastic sack over the
prisoner’s head until he has
almost suffocated.
Death simulated
Simulated death is a
form of torture where the
prisoner is blindfolded, a
gun fired and the impact of
the simulated blast is felt.
"The last moments of
simluated death are hard
to describe," Mauricio
said. "At the same time the
gun goes off, something
hits you and you think you
are dead."
Mauricio said he felt
happy when it was happening because he believed he
was not going to be tortured any longer.
"I just wanted the torture to be over."
While Carlos was at
another prison he was
forced to watch at gunpoint
four men running from
police dogs and, when they
could not run any longer,
the dogs caught up with the
prisoners and were tearing
the flesh of the men while
the camp doctor watched
with a smile on his face.
Carlos was imprisoned
for three years. He received broken ribs as a reminder of his stay.
"The junta believes
anybody who belongs to a
political organization is
dangerous," Omar said. He
was jailed for three
months. During this time
he did not hear from his
wife and his torturers told
him that she did not love
him any longer. Later they
told him she was dead.
When he left Chile for
the United States with his
wife, who had been hiding
from the authorities while
he was in prison, he feared
that she was going to be arrested at the airport. His
wife now is expecting their
first child.
Terror used
"They have to use
terror to remain in control," Omar said. "They
control through torture and
terror. But they are being
isolated internationally because of this and the junta
will not last long."
Omar was a student and
social worker in Chile. He
was also a Socialist, as was
Carlos, and believes this
lead to his arrest.
He is studying electronics in the United
States. "When I go back to
my country they will need
technicians."
Carlos and Mauricio
also are studying in the
United States. They are
learning English now, later
they will enter job training
courses.
Santiago and Edguardo
haven’t taken any courses
in English yet because they
are still recovering from

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
CHRISTMAS
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.

Student banking problems are different.
Their bankers should be, too.

Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You’ll save money, too, over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends Holidays
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

A 15 pt Tuneup Checkup:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7

B. Check generator
9. Check ignition system
10. Check light system
11. Check battery
12. Check brake fluid
13. Check transmission fluid
14. Change oil (oil included)
15. Lube job
IAll other parts extra)

Check compression
Check and adjust plugs
Check and adjust points
Check and adjust timing
Check and adjust brakes
Check and adjust valves
Adjust carburetor

$29.95
co UMW

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

ONE
WAY

ROUND. YOU CAN
TRIP
LEAVE

YOU
ARRIVE
645 pm

S 704
5574

$1338

120 pm

Fresno

917 37

120Drire

33000.

Santa Barbara

$1550

I -40p0,

nano

117 45

$2545
$3390

Los Angeles

$19 96

3756

840 pm
1030 Om
1115 pm

Sacramento

3 20 om
1 4$ pm

Ails your agent about additional departures and return trips.

GREYHOUND BUS STATION
70 ALMADEN AVE.
PHONE 297 8890

294-1562
HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 7:30-4:00

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
(In front of Casey’s Sandwich Shop)
i lin and San Carlos, San Ina,

29-1-15W’

GO GREYHOUND

...and leave the driving to us

That’s why Bank of America has Student Representatives close by at offices near major
college campuses in California. They’re always students or recent graduates themselves.
So they know all about student banking problems. And how to solve them.
They know all the ways our College Plan can help you, too. So why not stop by anti
talk things over. Our Student Reps can make your banking easier.
Depend on us. More California college students do.
At CSI) San Jose. lust ask to
Bob Stackhouse
Second & San Carlos Branch
BANK0F Am I RI( A
2S0 S. Second Street V7-7267
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Fantasy Fair offers crafts
and grandmothers use
By Laurie Slothower
The 7th annual Fantasy them as night lamps,"
Fair is off and running Stefano, who makes two
midst folk singers, crafts two-week trips annually to
displays and crowds, dive for shells, said.
crowds, crowds.
"This is the first time
Sponsored by the Com- we’ve been here and we’ve
munity of Communities, had a great response," he
currently changing into an
advocacy program for exmental patients, the arts
and craft fair will continue
in the Student Union from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
The entertainment for
through Friday, noon to 5
p.m. Saturday and the Fantasy Faire is as
follows:
weekends until Dec. 16.
Jewelry, stained glass,
hanging plants, clothing
TODAY
Flamenco dancers, Los
and books are among the
Gitanos de Doradas
artifacts on display.
.
Entertainment is 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. and from
scheduled periodically 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
throughout the fair.
While many of the crafts
THURSDAY
Belly dancer Ghanima
are the same old thing
few
a
...
1
well-made
to 1:30 p.m.
albeit
things stand out.
Guitarist and vocalist
Lamps by Frank and Quentin Jones . .. 2:30 to
Marlys De Stefano are 3:30 p.m.
made from sea urchin
Ballet display ... 3:30
shells attached to a wooden to 4 p.m.
base with a seven watt bulb
inside.
FRIDAY
"I’ve had students use
Samaira Jamal
1 to
them for meditation lights 1:30 p.m.

said.
This is also the first fair
for Martha Holmes and Sue
Wreiden, one of two people
displaying copper enamel
jewelry.
"We love crafts fairs so
we wanted to do something

unique," Wreiden, a
housewife and mother said.
"And when we started two
years ago we were the only
ones doing copper enamel.
Copper enameling entails sprinkling powdered
enamel over cleaned

Fair entertainment
Classical group Musi2 to 3
que Symphonic .
p.m.

Guitarist and vocalist
John Davies. . .2 to 3 p.m.
TUESDAY
Pantomime Toad the
.
Mime. . 12 to 12:45 p.m.
Celery the clown (performed by Hilary Roberts)
. . . 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
Ballet: variations from
"Don Quixote," "Snowbird" from Shostakovitch
and "Grand Tarantella" by
Gottschalk ... 1 to 1:30
p.m.
Guitarist and vocalist
Carla Brunvig ... 1:45 to
2:45 p.m.
More ballet selections
. . . 3 to 3:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Carla Brunvig . . . 12:30
to 1:30 p.m.
Fencing demonstration
. . . 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

MONDAY
Christmas carolers .. .
11:30 to 12: 30 p.m.
Carla Brunvig. . . 1 to 2
p.m.

THURSDAY
String Quartet ... 10:30
to 11:30 a.m.
John Davies . . . 2:30 to
3:30p.m.

copper and firing it inside a
kiln until it melts, making
the glossy sheen.
This year’s fair reflects
the changing tastes of students. Three years ago
puka shells were hot items;
two years ago it was
macrame and turquoise.
This year, these items are
limited and cheap.
Most artisans said it
was too early in the fair to
tell how things were going
but most liked the fair.
"Last year it went
really well. This fair gave
me my start because
before I never thought of
selling my pictures," said
Willa Briggs, who was
selling silkscreen prints on
foil.
"My candid opinion is
this is a very fun fair
very pleasant atmosphere,
good entertainment, fun
people to talk to," said
Russel Agee, a TM teacher
and artist selling freehand
pen and ink drawings.
The Community of
Communities with the
Frances Gulland Day Care
Center will share 15% of
the combined receipts of
the fair.

Kids theatre makes bucks
Artisan Gil Downey sells plants in painted
glass containers at the Fantasy Fair,

which will continue through
throughout the Student Union.

By Steve Chavez
"Children’s theatre at
SJSU is the biggest moneymaker for the Theatre Arts
Department," Sue Freel,
theatre arts junior and student in Bob Jenkins Practical Children’s Theatre

13,,,hdrd Green
Dec. 16

Chicas steals show

Fiery Ayers gives zesty set
By Robyn M. McGee
The exuberance of Roy
Ayers and Ubiquity and the
salsa soul of El Chicano
rocked the Men’s Gym
Sunday night in a concert
that jumped, jumped,
jumped.
The show started off on
a commercial note with
M.C. ventriloquist James
Brewster Thompson and
his dummy "Soul Brother
Rickie" delivering some
humorous if somewhat
risque material. Brewster
and Rickie kept the audience laughing with some
nasty anecdotes and a
question and answer period
with the small but
thoroughly entertained
audience.
El Chicano, always a
hometown favorite, added
a nice touch of Latino
rhythm as a prelude to the
Ayers-Ubiquity set. El Chicano was delightful as they
played some oldies but
goodies, "Viva Tirado,"
"Tell Her She’s Lovely,"
"Keep Your Eye On the
Sparrow," and "Dancing
Mama" from their latest
release, "This is El
Chicano."
The highlight of the performance was a conga solo
by fiesty drummer Andre
Baeza.
Then came Ayers. The
audience was up on their
feet before he and vocalist
Chicas ran on stage. Clad
in white satin pants and
blue muslin shirt, Ayers
was in constant motion
from beginning to end.
Ayers was fiery and
zesty as he and Ubiquity
vocalist Chicas teased the
audience with a bit of
"Spirit of the Do Do." They
sang well together with
Ayers deep, sensous voice
accented by Chica’s
powerfully clear one.
Ayers also engaged the
audience in some singing in
the round during
"Domino." a song he said

I
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class, claims.
Freel is assistant directing, along with director
Jenkins, the next
production, "Rumpelstiltskin," which opens 2 p.m.
Saturday in the Studio
Theatre, SD 103. She has
been doing children’s
theatre for one year at
SJSU with the Galivanting
Inspiration Group (GIG).

Auditions
planned
Marriott’s Great
America will not be holding
auditions for singers,
dancers, jugglers and
miscellaneous variety
artists this weekend as
stated in the Daily yesterday.
Auditions will be held
Jan. 7 from 6 to 9 p.m., Jan.
8 from 10 A.M. to 10 p.m.
and Jan. 9 from noon to 6
p.m. in the Grand Music
Hall of the park, Great
America Parkway off U.S.
101 in Santa Clara.
Some 400 performers
will be hired from the San
Jose area when the park reopens in March.
People auditioning
should bring their own routines as well as any sheet
music, records or tapes.
Pianos and some musical
instruments will be
provided.

Roy Ayers, pictured here at Sunday
night’s concert sponsored by the A.S.
Program Board, gets down with a cow
"was indicative of the
Latin influence of my
music."
Chicas, without a doubt,
stole the show when she
belted out her rendition of
Ashford and Simpson’s
"Take All the Time You
Need." Her voice vibrated
the gym while she herself
seemed to be in an ecstatic
trance. At one point she fell
to her knees, engulfed with
feeling.
The audience sang and
danced along with every
tune. "Keep Walking," rt

Christmas
Travel
Special
Color Passports
$2.00 Off
With This Ad
Regular price
$7.50

11 JMJ PHOTOGRAPHY
10 Paseo de San Antony’,
San Jose, Ca 95113
293 7000

bell. Besides Ayers and Ubiquity, El
Chicano performed at this concert.

Ain’t Your Sign, Its Your
Mind," and "Hey, Uh What
You Say Come On" were
songs Ayers performed
from his most recent
album and also "Searching" from his upcoming
album "Vibrations."

Every song was better
than the previous one, and
Ayers and company
seemed to gather new
energy with each one,
climaxing with
"Everybody Loves the
Sunshine."

’Babes’
presented
Friday
"Babes In Toyland" will
be presented at 8 p.m. Friday at the San Jose Montgomery Theater and also at
3 p.m. Dec. 18.
Tickets, available by
calling the San Jose Children’s Music Theater at 2475437, are $3.50 reserved,
$2.50 general and $1.50 for
children.

"We never have any
trouble booking a show
with the elementary
schools in the valley," she
said. "The schools love it
and the kids go crazy over
it."
Considering its budget,
the Theatre Arts Department encourages any
production that makes
money. "For two shows,
we take in $400 to $500,
charging 75 cents a student," Freel said.
"But we never see the
money after paying for our
costs," she added. "It goes
into some general student
fund." She didn’t know if it
was a fund for the theatre
arts students or the student
body as a whole.
"The strange thing is
that seeing how much
money we bring in, Dr.
Jenkins is on the line for
every show. He’s being
judged by the de
partment," she said.
The Practical
Children’s Theatre class
taught by Jenkins does one
production a season. This
includes writing the script,
building easy -to -move
props (a must, seeing they
travel all over the valley)
and all lighting and costumes.
"Everybody is involved
in either acting or stagework," Freel said.,
The class uses situations with children’s
stories, such as Snow
White, for the students to
improvise with. But it is
different.
"We’re given a scene,
but the motif is changed.
Instead of the traditional

story, the seven dwarfs are
spaced out on acid," Freel
laughed. "The students
imagination and abilities
are tested to see what they
can do."
One catch to get into the
class is the students have to
audition for Jenkins. Then
they are officially enrolled.
"Rumpelstiltskin," also
being presented at 2:30
p.m. Monday in the Studio
Theatre, is the final children’s theatre production
of the season for SJSU.
Tickets, available at the
door, are 50 cents each and
25 cents for groups of ten or
more.

Art Supplies
Custom Framing
Stock Frames

off with
this ad
1114 Brace
Ave.
Willow Glen
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It’s Almost Ski Time
FREE LIFETIME SKI TUNE-UP
WITH ANY SKI PURCHASE

TWO STORES
1020
W San Carlos
Near Lincoln

31 Almaden
Fashion Plaza
Blossom MI &
Almaden 1.0*,

275-9100

265-2662

FRYE

BOOTS

Prices Start
at
$35.99

Associated Students of SJSU

PRESENT

EVEMONG
Te1111
HARLAN ELUSION
"The Most Honored
Writer in the
World of Fantasy"

DEC. 8, 1976 8 P.M. S.U. BALLROOM
1. Lecture, with questions and answer period
2. Mr. Ellison will read two of his new unpublished
short stories.
Mr. Ellison will be at the Spartan Bookstore
Dec. 8 at 1:30 p.m. for an Autograph Party

TICKETS IN ADVANCE AND AT THE DOOR $1.
’1.1( ’KF:rs AT RECYCLED BOOKSTORE AND A.S.
BUSINESS OFFICE.

CAMPBELL
374-7550
515 E CAMPBELL AVE

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON Doe FM
I
930.9
gm. SAT 930’S ea
SUN 114
id.’"
10171 SIJIATOGA SUNNYVALE RD

CUPERTINO
996-1991 or 1992
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Clubs
Nimbus will play tonight at
the Country Store tavern,
157 El Camino Real, Sunnyvale.
Hot Cider will be at the
Parlour, 93 S. Central
Ave., Campbell.
Gotcha will play tonight at
the Laundry Works, 87
W. San Pedro St.
Papa Doo Run Run will be
at the Odyssey Room, 799
E. El Camino Real,
Sunnyvale.
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Galleries
Italian 19th Century Artists
will be featured through
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David Pacheco
pleased by audience reaction at the conat the Graham Hill showgroundS.

Pat Simmons, guitarist and vocalist for
San Jose’s own Doobie Brothers, seemed

::
..
i:. announcements

Doobies come home
for benefit concert
By David Pacheco
5th district, who explained bass. Jeff (Skunk) Baxter’s
The Doobie Brothers, the purpose of the benefit to lead guitar was too hot to
the biggest rock group to the crowd.
handle. Some very nice
call San Jose home, played
Haze and Snail, two keyboard work was heard
more than two hours of local groups still paying from Michael McDonald,
their hard-driving brand of their dues, provided the formerly of Steely Dan.
rock and roll before ap- musical warm-up on the Tom Johnston and Simproximately 5,500 people at beautiful, sunny afternoon.
mons played guitar and
Graham Hill showgrounds
Residents could be seen sang.
in a benefit performance surveying the activity.
It was a strong, inSunday afternoon to Some sat out in groups to fectious set of patented
"save" that facility.
enjoy the show, somewhat
Doobie Brothers rock and
The 173 -acre show - obscured by distance.
roll. In encore, they did
grounds is owned by the Others, reluctant to pay,
"Listen To The Music"
Cowell Foundation and is lined the showground’s
with Jerry Miller, ex-Moby
currently for sale at white fence, under the
Grape guitarist, sitting in.
$1,000,000.
security staff’s watchful
And by day’s end they had
Since 1945 the property eye.
earned $19,000 toward purhas been used to exercise
Inside the crowd was
chase of those 35 acres at
and train show horses by feeling good. The Doobie
Graham Hill showgrounds
the San Lorenzo Valley and Brothers broke into "China
in "the hills above Santa
Santa Cruz County Horse- Grove" and cooked nonCruz."
man’s Association.
stop with their best. Such
These two groups spon- favorites as "Long Train ’CAMERA ONIII
sored the concert in an at- Runnin’," "Black Water,"
346 S. let St. 294-211014
tempt to raise enough "It Keeps You Runnin’,"
Last night hr t
money to buy 35 acres of "Jesus Is Just Alright,"
Farewell Engagement
this land for continued "Takin’ It To the Street"
access to the park and for and "Neal’s Fandango"
use as a showgrounds.
CAMELOT
kept the folks moving. The
That’s where the Doobie lattes. song tells of "the
Sarah Miles As
Brothers come in.
,hills above Santa Cruz"
LADY
Pat Simmons, vocalist and the crowd loved it.
CAROLINI
and guitarist for the
HartJohn
Drumftlers
LAMS
Doobies, is a resident of the man and Michael Hossack
EXHIBITION Begins
area. The group agreed to provided plenty of drive
Thursday
play for the nominal fee of Tiran Porter was solid on
some beer. Their other
stipulation was that at least
half of the proceeds be
The Associated Students
placed in a purchase fund;
and GROPE present
some may be used for other
fund raising events.
The show was opened by
Ed Borovatz, Santa Cruz
county supervisor for the

THE WESTERLY
WOODWIND
QUINTET

Thursday, December 9
8:00 P.M.
Loma Prieta Room
SJSU Student Union

Edward Villella, dancer
With the New York City
Ballet for over 15 years,
will be the guest artist with
the San Jose Symphony at
8:30 tonight at the San Jose
Center for the Performing
Arts.
Tickets, available at the
San Jose Box Office, are
58.50, $10 and $12.50. There
will be another performance tomorrow night
at 8:30.

Students 51.50
General $2.50
Tickets available
at the A.S. Business
(Mice and at
the door.
For more information,
call 277 2807

COMING:
FEBURARY 7
THE EASTMAN
QUARTET

RACQUETBALL
NOW THERE’S
NO EXCUSE
Racquetball is one of the fastest
growing sports in the country. It’s
easy to learn. Fast paced. And a
great way to exercise.
Supreme Court III will like to help
you get started. Student rates are
only $2.00 for one hour of play.
And the hours are so convenient.
MON-FRI8:00 AM - 10:30 AM
1:30 PM - 3:30 PM
9:30 PM - 11:00 PM
SAT
12:30 PM - 8:00 PM
SUN
12:30 PM -600 PM
What’s more, we have a special
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP for the Holidays. Just call 289-1340 for information. Or, better yet, why not drop
by. We’re here at 355 W. San
Fernando. Only a few blocks from
the campus.

PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
Or HARMONY - CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ - 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE, CALL 225-7013.
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So 1st St., 294-2930.
New and used, Afro-American
Latino, Chicano, Native American. Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Or much more.
Selected posters Or records
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 10 6.
Mon. through Sat.
AWAKEN Your :antasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced Small classes
individual attention. Studios,
San Jose Or Santa Clara.
241-1300.
KUNG FU is now available at the Institute of PsychoPhysical Development la non-profit educational corporation/ 325 S. First
St.. 4th Floor. San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 p.m.
and SAT at 10 a.m., spectators
welcome. Full-time students 112
units or morel get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 293-6611.
Hire a
PHOTOGRAPHS photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc ,
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others. Call
Ron 14151471-7727.
The Christian Science Organization
meets at 3,30 Wednesdays in the
The
SJSU Student Chapel
SJSU campus community is
welcome.
Give a used camera for Christmas
Or Sell your used photographic
equipment for extra Christmas
cash. We have complete cameras
for under 840. call White Book at
227-5511
MEDICAL SCHOOL in Mexico accepting American students. Practice ill the US, WHO approved, 4
year course, loans available, for
December appointment in your
area. Call 219-772-4492.
FREE SKI TRIP
A.S. Winter Carnival; -Escape ’77"
is having a raffle for one free trip
to KIRKWOOD Jan. 9-14. Infomation at table at S.U. or A.S.
Business Office, 277-2731.
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents: One of
Neil Simon’s Best Plays: THE
SUNSHINE BOYS; with a hysterical cast of Walter Matthau
George Burns, Richard Benjamin. and Lee Meredith. Vaudeville is not DEAD11 Friday, Dec.
10, Morris Daily Auditorium, 7
and 10 p.m. by Alpha Phi Omega, the service frat $1
ROGER ZELAZNY will be speaking
and autographing hooks at Recy
cle Bookstore on Sun Dec 12,
from 1 4 66 F San Fernando

automotive

-II

All work
VW REPAIR
guaranteed. Tune-up 422 in
ducting new parts. Free house
calls in SJS area. Winterize your
WV NOW’ Call Dan at 293-4616

entertainment

::
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FRIDAY FLICKS Presents: One of
Neil Simon’s Best Plays: THE
SUNSHINE BOYS, with a hys
terical cast of Walter Matthau,
George Burns, Rtchard Benjamin, and Lee Meredith Vaudeville ’snot DEAD’’ Friday, Dec.
10. Morns Daily Auditorium, 7
and 10 p m by Alpha Phi Owe
ga, the service hat. $1

for sale
CASH for hooks and records
Phone 286 6275. Recycle Bookstore, 98 E. San Fernando, SJ.
Selection of used books Or
records Great,
SHREDDED FOAM Rubber. 50C
Ibs Any Quantity. 293 2984
WOLF SHEPHERD PUPS. Unique
Hybrids from white Canadian
Tundra Wolves Light to Dark
Silver Beige Call 2349798. Lynn.
COUNTRY QUILTS - Patchwork,
all sizes, including waterbed site.
Comfort look, completely reverseable. 295 8781 or 295 2355
Cycling Windbreaks’s by Cinelli
-shirttail" back Full length velcro
ziropper-water repellent, $12 95
Other clothes by Weyless and
anvil. Shaw’s Ltwt Cycles, 131
E
William St
by SJSU
295 5E124.

CLOSE OUT SALE
50% OFF
Hand crafts Or housewares proceeds for Mental Health Cornmunity
THE PEOPLE’S
STORE. 70 E. San Fernando, 1-4
Mon. -Fri
2 EMC PA. Speaker Columns:
Foul 10" speakers in each Ex
cond. First $195 takes both
is covers 629 1792

1,

help wanted

ACTIVIST, Need a job for x-rnas?
Work with grass-roots citizen’s
organization for better transit,
quality education. consumer protection, Salaried positions, full or
part time. Call 293-2684, 9 to 2.
Santa Clara Valley Coalition.
WE HAVE JOBS for 6 persons. Full
or part time. Set your own hours.
FREE crash course training Call
Mrs. Le Mann between 2 Et 5
p.m. Mon
thru Thursday.
294-7144.
Student to assist in teaching remedial reading approx. 15-20 hm.
per week. Must be avail. Mon. Fri. berm 2-7 p.m. Prefer grad
student or mature upper classman. Will train. $2.50. hr. Call
Mrs. Spencer. 257-1809.
HANDYMAN (PERSON) Part time
job $3 per hour near campus.
Misc, duties too numerous to
mention in ad. Hours to suit your
schedule. 998-0149.
Houseparents for R.C.H. Board Et
Room, $200 each per mo. Fleeble hours, so you can attend
classes. Call Gail at 27991392.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Earn
at home addressing envelopes.
$50 per 100. Immediate Earnings.
Send Self -Addressed Stamped
Envelope to CHIP, 4928 Carpenter, N. Hollywood, Ca. 91607.
TYPISTS WANTED: 30-40 wpm,
one weekend a month, $50. 91st
Maneuver Training Command,
call. 2921953, weekdays 12-4
P
WANTED: Students to take a free
Personal Efficiency Course Di
anetics and Scientology. 10
Jackson St., #111, Los Gatos,
354-1845. Tues. and Thurs. eves
7,30 p.m.
Couple needed as live-in managers
for San Jose Residence Club. ’a
block from campus. Free rent
100 mo. Must have ability to or
ganize social activities. Phone
Judy, 293 7374, 12-6 only.

If.
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housing

DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
pong. volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234 S. 11th St. 1 blk from
campus. $85 and up. 998-093,
968-7410 level Mgrs. wanted.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Campus. men, 99 S. 9th St. Kitchen
priv. Shared $70/mo. Private
$105 mo. Phone 279-9916, if no
answer call 268-1750 Girls 278 S.
10th St. Across BUS. Build.
Kitchen pried. Or parking from
$75 shared me Or $115 private.
Call 279-9035, if no answer on the
above numbers call 268-1750.
DELIGHTFUL place to live Ping
Pong, Volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234S 11th Si. 1 blk from
campus $90 and up, 998-08C3,
968 7410 level. Mgrs. wanted.
Deluxe secure 2 berm apt. Pool,
w.w., carpets, drapes. A. E.K
$185 rt.. 287-9783 or 292-7942.
NOW SJSU. 2 Or 3 bdrms. 2 baths,
starting at $245 Furnished.
Underground parking. 470 So
11th St.. 287-7590,
FURNISHED 1 BDRM. APT. Clean
Er quiet, water Or garbage pd. Tenant parking. $140 ma Near
SJSU 288 7474 or 279 0949 after
5
Fum. Room for rent clean quiet
Kitchen, free dish detergent and
paper towel. toilet paper 2 blks
from college. Start $55 ma Call
998-2312 or 996-9649.
Morgan Hill Roommatels) Share a
deluxe 3 bdrm duplex. $150 No
animals
Steve, 292 1613, 9
am 5 p m.
Mellow person
MALE NEEDED
house. Rent
share 8 rm
w ’upkeep of house Near 101.
Call 22S5345 at 7 a.m. or 4,30
pm
FURNISHED 2 BDRM, cozy, apt
on 5th St Want I female
$70 ’ma Avail Jan 1 Call now
Joanne Or Flo at 292-9388
Live in a dorm this spring semester
for 0E70 payable in installments
of $348 and $328 Includes meals
Call 277 8218
YOUNG FAMILY will share quiet
Willow Glen home is sergus sty
dent Pen. rm., phone Single

.
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Films
"Camelot" and "Death in
Venice" will be ,hown at

MARK’S
STEREO

7:10 tonight at the
Camera One Theater. 366

S. First St. Admission is
2.

Mini Burrito of your choice, free with
any ala carte or dinner order . .
(Only with this coupon)

MINI BURRITO
50 Value)

Mini -

Buy & Trade
293-8990
74 E. San Fernando

Home of the mini lunch
and mini-dinner

104 S.

1 Block from Campus

lsh around the comer from Orange Julius

2934560

parent ideal. $95/ ma
287-7328.
ESCAPE from San Jose Room
bath to rent in 3 bdrm home in
Cprt near 280. Male or female.
5120
util. 255-9204 atter 5 p.m.
4 Students for top floor apt, in es.
charge for night work. Call Gail
at 2799892
ROOM FOR RENT -- Lg. rm, in old
Victorian hse close to SJSU. Bay
window Or turn. Quiet, 875 mo.
525 S. 6th. ’4 blk. from William
Sr.
FREE ROOM for Married Couple in
exchange for house Or yard work.
Near
258-1276 after 5 p.m
SJSU.
For rent: 2 bdrm, turn. apt., $180.
Available Feb 1, 272-0295

lost
and found

.:

LOST ID BRACELET between
DMH Or library on 11 30-’76. Has
Elisabeth engraved on it Call
Rigo 365-8325 after 4 p.m REWARD,

K.

personals

EXPERIENCE open friendly communication w.’your peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere. Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor, Student Union. Diablo
Room. It’s a friendly place to
relax and meet people, also
workshops, groups, referrals and
information. M. thur Thurs , 10
a.m.- 7 p.m., Friday 10-3 p.m.
Drop by soon.
Will the girl
ROCK Magazines
who called me and had 60’s rock
magazines to sell but never did
call back please do call me soon
Monkees, Beach Boys, Rick
Nelson LP’s, etc. Wanted.
258 5344, Vic.
ANY STUDENTS using the Union
Professional Center for vision
care please call Laurie at
277-3181. I’m doing a project and
need research.
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents: One of
Neil Simon’s Best Plays: THE
SUNSHINE BOYS; with a hys.
terical cast of Walter Matthau,
George Burns, Richard Benjamin, and Lee Meredith Vaudeville is not DEAD" Friday, Dec.
10, Morris Daily Auditorium, 7
and 10 p.m. by Alpha Phi Omega, the service fret. $1.
’BUG’ FELDMEYER - I’d tell you
who’s your Santa, but I just
canto,

’Phone 269 8674
. for
I hear you’ve fallen in love
special music, chosen by you for
Rout wedding day, call 371-1877.
Skip Garcia. Balladeer. Music for
weddings, receptions. and private parties.
TYPING - IBM SEC..31, fast, accurate, exp. in Campbell/ Turabian, 267.3119 Nan,
TYPING SERVICE. Quality
Fast.
Reasonable
work.
rates. South San Jose. Ann
Huston. 578-3891,
PROFESSIONAL JOB RESUMES
88 Slop
Stevens Creek nr Kiely 964-7500
QUALITY IBM TYPING
PALO ALTO AREA
,
JOYCE ADAMS
729-0313
Let THE SECRETARY type your
thesis, term paper or report . .
fast Or efficient. IBM Correcting
Selectric. Weekends also available. 446-4928 Ask for Betty.
TYPING 500 page is 2 days notice.
Overnight rush OK. St page. Call
293-2808
DATES - CLIMB out of your corner
meet someone exciting.
Questionnaire discreetly sent in
unmarked envelope. Write
MATCHMAKER. P.O. Box
24696, San Jose, Ca. 95154.
Term papers. theses typed. 75C51pg. IBM Selectric yr:various
type balls. V. Norris, 227-1035.
AMERICAN BANK TELLER’S
SCHOOL HELPS YOU TO MAKE
CAREER IN BANKING. TRAINING ARRANGED AT BANK IN
YOUR COMMUNITY. CALL
966-8208 for INFO.
Intelligent typing - editing, grammar. form. Call between 8 a.m.-8
p.m. Margie Reeves. 996-12E6.
Expert typing. IBM selectric. Carbon Ribbon. Guaranteed perfect.
60C a page
Call Sunny.
263-8000. err 251.
ROGER ZELAZNY will be speaking
and autographing books at Recycle Bookstore on Sun. Dec. 12.
from 1-4. 98E. San Fernando

-:E

stereos

SAVE THIS AD. Before you our
chase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 major brands of Audio, TV,

tape, car stereo, etc Actvoco on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
public
Sounds Unique, 982693, Toes Sat, 12-6
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy Et sell used stereo equipment. REBUY HI -Fl, 5023 Ste
yens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara,
985-0344, T.F, 10-7, Sat 10-5
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS: You
3 way
must hear our 12 inch
Mini Tower for 5198 Its sound &
price can’t be beat. Super 10 inch
$90 Call Now KCK
3 way
Loudspeaker Systems. 371-2048

travel
CHARTER FLIGHTS winter and
spring to London from Oakland.
Seats available for XMAS, 43E8,
3 or 4 weeks Also Frankfurt from
L.A. from $399. British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave.. San
Jose, 95129. Phone 446-5252.
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
NEW YORK . . CHICAGO .. .
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS . .
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
. YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
. . WORK ABROAD, . . STUDENT I.D. CARDS .. EURAIL
Or BRITRAIL PASSES . . .
INTER -EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
... INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD ...
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER (BARRACK
#8, BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED. & THURS 1 p.m -4
p.m
OR CALL ANYTIME
259-8356 The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club
We now have an off campus office. 505 S. 10th St., suite 105,
which is open Mon. thru Fri 9
am -5 p m. 292-1613 Come on
up and visit us,
GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
you need appliances that operate
on 220 volt, 50 cycle. We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances.
ARIS EXPORT CO. 6419 Tele.
graph Ave.. Oak. Ca. 94609 Tel:
415.654 4751,
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
charter flights year round. ISCA
1609 Westwood Blvd. No. 103,
L A Calif . 90024 12131 826-5669,
026.0955.

BACKPACKING IN THE SIERRAS.
1’13 25 77, 10 year experienced
leader Interested leave message,
#121 Markham Hall. Ask for Ken.
Pretty, Pretty, Pretty Peggy Sue,
Happy Birthday to you, Phil
Stanford Psych
BINGE EATERS
Dept
medication study for
severe Binge Eating. If interested, send summary of your eating problem and phone number
to Or Wermuth, Box 6565, Stanford, Ca. 94305.
ALAN . May Your Xmas be warm
Love you. Lily.
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Free
pregnancy test, counseling on alternatives to i egnancy, corn.
petent pregnancy termination
All services confidential Call
CHOICE, 358-2766.
CATHY GOFF - Santa says ho ho
hello. F.C.O.H. is under nearest
drinking fountain S.S.
Derma Barb: Have you been a
good girl? Your secret Elf’s keep
ing an eye on you
Happy day #7, thank you
SUZ
for an incredible Christmas’ Your
blatant admirer.

senAces

SEND 1OUR
CHSISJMAS

gsEa7INg

Instead of a card, send
a Christmas message in
the Spartan Daily Personals.
Something Especially Nice.

41

Enroll
STUDENT Dental Plan
"now". Applications and information at Associated Stu
dents office or call 371-6811
TYPING - IBM Selectric
2623664
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA and Meditation Classes of
fered day and night. Yoga is a
mental and physical discipline
the meditation practice is simple
and direct. The price is 20 dollars
for 30 classes of 2 hours each
Call now 292 WAVE San JOSO
Term Papers
TYPING.
resumes theses senior mot
eels letters. 75C page and up
287-8611,
Office near SJU
287 8612 (9 a.m to 1.30 p m or
262 1923 (all other hours) Ask
for Kitty Carter, North Valley
Secretarial Service
TYPING
thesis. Wm papers
etc , experienced and fast

2 lines 1 day is 75C
2 lines 2 days is $1
Come in to JC 203 between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
/10 II
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Events
Edward VWells will perform with the San Jose
Symphony Orchestra,
8:30 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow at the San Jose
Center for the Performing Arts. Tickets are
$8.50, $10 and $12.50.

classifieds

cert

Play benefit concert

Villella
coming

Dec. 17 in Gallery One of
the Art Building.
Egyptian Children’s Tapestries will continue
through Dec. 17 at Foothill College.
Body Jewelry with Surprise by Elsi Stucki and
Ceramic Situations by
Mike Gustayson and
Nancy Newman Morgan
will be featured through
Dec. 17 at the Union Gallery located on the third
level Student Union.
Abstract Expressionistic
Paintings by Chris Ranes
will continue through
January 16 at the Triton
Museum of Art at the
Santa Clara Civic Center.

Sennces
1 Transportation
:i Travel
ii

Address
City
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95114
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Students provide security for campus events
By Kevin Dwyer
Security guards are often characterized as old
men in drab khaki uniforms standing watch in
front of some dimly-lit
building.
But the scenario is drastically different in SJSU’s
Administration of Justice
department. where students in AJ 170 organize
and operate student staff, a
class specializing in providing security guards for
campus groups.
Student staff consists of
27 administration of justice
students, five women and
22 men, who are paid $4 an
hour for working part-time
as security guards at SJSU
football games. dances and
other campus functions.
"There’s a university
policy that requires most
student organizations to
have security guards at
their functions, so we find it
easy to get jobs," said Eldon Bird, assistant chief of
student staff.
Student staff receives
most of its job offers over
the telephone and allows
their rank and file members to decide what jobs
they want to work.
The staff is set up much
like an independent police
force with a chain of command running up the ranks
from officer to chief of
operations.
The students buy their
own uniforms, which can
cost up to $200. The uniforms include complete
police "blues," a duty belt,
a down field jacket. and
!eat her boots

Nilk
Administration of Justice major John Banks (standing)
provides security at the Friday Nite Flicks while Ricardo
Each officer also is
equipped with a night stick,
flashlight and a set of handcuffs.
A student staff officer
on duty is supplied with a
two-way radio provided by
the University Police to
keep in constant contact
with police.
Student staff officers do
not carry sidearms and
only have the power of
citizens arrest.
"We’re just supplying a

.

Melendez sells tickets at the entrance of Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Banks is one of 27 student staffers,

security function. We’re a
lot different from a police
department in authority.
They’re equipped and
trained to handle more
dangerous problems than
we are," Bird said.
Bird said the main function of student staff officers
is to provide crowd control
and relaying information to
police departments about
possible suspects.
"It gives a student an
idea of what it’s like to

work in the field," he said.
Student staff officers
are paid through the chancellor’s office by the individual organizations that
hire them.
The officers (students)
are required to be administration of justice majors
and are given extensive
training before being hired.
Part of the training involves a probationary
period during which a candidate must be able to per-

form certain tasks before
being allowed to become a
full-fledged officer.
"It’s analogous with going on a regular police department. If an officer is
quick to learn and if he’s
competent demonstrating he can handle most jobs
on his own
he can quickly get off probation," Bird
said.
In addition to the probationary period, new officers are given a back-

ground scan to determine
their attitude and ability.
"We never discourage a
candidate." Bird said. "If
we flunk somebody it’s
usually because he’s immature or not ready for
staff responsibility. In this
case we invite them back
the next semester," he
said.
Student staff members
receive one credit for the
class.
"It gives you an initial
approach to law enforcement," said Jim Buchanon,
a freshman student staffer.
"I’ve made a lot of
friends and made a lot of
connections in area police
departments from the
job," he said.
Kevin Sindelar, another
student staff officer, views
the job as a valuable
preparation for his future.
"It looks good on a job
transcript and it’s helped
open up a lot of channels
that might not have ordinarily been there," he said.
"The job allows you to
learn how to handle people
and how to rap with them.
It also presents some key
situations," he said.
Fred Stovall, one of the
few black officers on staff
said the job "gives you a
good idea of how to work
with people cooperatively."
"I work mostly black
functions and most black

special circumstances"
section of the law "without
provision or consideration
of evidence of mitigating
circumstances..."
Decision approved
Chief Justice Wright in
1972 wrote the decision
striking down the old death
penalty law but voters and
the legislature approved a
new law that went into effect Jan. 1, 1974. There
have been no executions
under the new law and none
are scheduled.
The old law was abolished in a decision saying
that the death penalty violated the state Constitution’s prohibition against
"cruel and unusual punishment." There are currently
65 men and two women on
death row in California prisons.
The 1974 penalty law required the death penalty if

e

Waldheim wins ‘
new term in U.N. 4
UNITED NATIONS
(AP
Kurt
Waldheim,
the Austrian diplomat who
has tangled with the
United States over Vietnam and other issues during his five years as U.N.
secretary-general, won a
second term as leader of
the world body Tuesday.
The Security Council
recommended the 57-yearold Waldheim for re-election in the second round of
secret voting after a first round veto by China, diplomats said. But the Chinese
supported him on the next
ballot, they said.
The General Assembly
will make the final decision
within a few days, but it is a
formality.
Diplomats emerging
from the closed meeting

said former Mexican President Luis Echeverria was
the only other person actually considered for the
post.

cial circumstances phase
of the trial. Rockwell then
asked the state Supreme
Court to bar a retrial on the
special circumstances
which had been alleged in
the murder count.
He contended retrial
was improper because the
law providing the death
penalty upon a finding of
special circumstances is
unconstitutional.
Special circumstances
The state had alleged
that the special circumstances were that the victim was murdered to prevent testimonysas a witness, that the slaking was
committed during a kidnaping and during a rape.
California law imposed the
mandatory death penalty
for persons convicted of
murder under such special

a jury or judge found that
the crime involved fitted
the circumstances such as
multiple murders or first
degree murder during a
robbery, burglary, rape or
kidnaping. Under the law,
a jury or judge would first
determine guilt or innocence and then, if guilty,
determine if the death penalty fits the case.
Rockwell case
Tuesday’s decision involved the case of Steven
Douglas Rockwell, 25, of
Sepulveda, who was convicted in Ventura County
Superior Court of the murder, kidnaping and rape of
Linda Beth Coverly on May
11, 1976.
Following his conviction
at the guilt phase of the
trial, the jury failed to
reach a verdict in the spe"
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Pre-Christmas Clearance

$5.95
Shirts and Pants

0
t

one week only

El Pantalon
r,

Si

by

Central Valley
Electrolysis
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

overnight
no minimum

KINKO’S
295-4336

123S 3rd St.

LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
SAN JOSE
404 S -3rd St.
(2nd floor, 3rd
& San Salvador)

Teacher’s name
His/Her department
Why do you feel this teacher Is especially effective and what teaching techniques
she use most effectively?

Please submit additional names on a blank sheet of paper Deposit your response In the
yellow box located at the information desk in the library, administration building or Student
Union, or place it in the inter-office mail to Improvement ot.,Instnaction Committee. BT 652
THANK YOU

11.

THE. BIG voNG
,-----GIIVE-71WMY

S AVE
cABUNCHAMONEY*,
DURING CLEARANCE
OF NEW ’76 MODELipe
4rillestilairumosswall.111

Permanent Hair Removal Done
Scientifically & Professionally

COPIES
21/24

STUDENTS AND FACULTY: The committee is compiling a reference tool for
use by instnrtors who wish to observe or team about other successful teaching techniques
Each instructor you name will be contacted for permission to list his/her name in the directory.

457 E. San Carlos

-

VIDEO "PONG" GAME
FREE! WITH ANY NEW
- TOYOTA

- --

BUDGET
FINANCING!
Your present car may make
your full down -payment!

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone 287-4715
2066 Clarmar Way, ,an Jose

1/4

30% OFF FIRST TREATMENT WITH THIS AD

DO YOU KNOW?

You’ll get the year’s
best MONEYSAVING price
on a new Toyota car or truck,.
or late-model used car... and,
get a deluxe "PONG" video game set
FREE! Hooks up easily to
any TV set!

toko fl (\
Frank Laise

circumstances.
The tribunal agreed to
review the petition and
barred the retrial on the alleged special circumstances.
At San Quentin, spokesman Bill Merkle said the
prison’s death row is in a
state of "complete pandemonium. If they had balloons and champagne
they’d be celebrating I’m
sure." He said the inmates
got the first word while
watching television.

As an example he cited one
of last year’s football
games in which a student
staff officer took some alcohol away from a female
student who later charged
her privacy had been invaded.
The case against the officer eventually was
dropped but Burns said
legal support from the university in such matters
never has been spelled out.

IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
COMMITTEE SURVEY

State supreme court strikes down
California death penalty legislation
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The California Supreme
Court today ruled that the
state’s death penalty is unconstitutional inlight of recent U.S. Supreole Court
decisions.
The unanimous decision, written by Chief Justice Donald R. Wright. held
that California’s capital
punishment law is invalid
since it violates current
U.S. Supreme Court guidelines regarding imposition
of the death penalty.
.
It said the law improperly requires the death
penalty under specified instances without providing
for consideration of mitigating circumstances.
The decision said the
state’s death penalty law
makes "death a mandatory
punishment for those categories of first degree murder encompassed by the

people don’t show much interest in an organization
like this. I feel like I can
contribute doing something
like this," he said.
Dave Burns, administration of justice professor,
advises the staff and describes his role as merely
"providing guidance."
"By and large, it’s a
self-sufficient organization. I mostly guide them in
liability matters," he said.
Student staff is not allowed to take jobs off campus because it is not
covered by SJSU’s liability
insurance.
Burns said criminal liability on the part of an officer also can be a problem.

John Olejnik

Dick Geno

Gene McFarlane

Marty Lynn

Bruce Olson

These six have over 47 years combined experience serving college trained people.

AND DID YOU KNOW ...

That one of them can help you start your life insurance program without a medical exam,
and defer your premiums until you start working full-time’

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Call for appointment: 255-2880

STEVENS CREEK
4425 Stevens Creek Bl.

F:11

Phone
984 1234

